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6D-MARKER

APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
Automotive safety testing
Biomechanics
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV)
Camera tracking
Weapons testing
Robotic vision systems

Traditional 3D measurement techniques require a minimum of two cameras, precisely located through a complex 
calibration procedure, to produce multiple data streams that must then be crunched to produce precise 3D or 6D 
data. The new propietary lenticular 6D-MARKER™ from Photron, a world leader in high-speed photo instrumenta-
tion, provides engineers with the ability to record, analyze and plot true 6DOF (six-degree of freedom) coordinate 
data from a single camera view.

As the marker is moved the ‘holographic’ lenticular bars on two sides are tracked by the Photron 6D-MARKER 
Analyst™ software to produce precise 6D (X, Y, Z, angle, pitch and yaw) data. Furthermore, the unique QR code in 
the markers center provides each marker with a unique identifier to enable multiple points to be tracked.

Photron MARKER Analyst™ software can track either high resolution real time or pre-recorded, slow or high-
speed, image sequences.



A simple checker board pattern is used 
for calibrating cameras using 6D-MARKER 
ANALYST. Makes calibration easy

3D coordinate data, superimposed on-
screen, allows you to see and analyze 6D 
data in real time

X, Y, X, Roll, Pitch and Yaw coordi-
nates can be captured with one 
camera and target

Product Highlights

• Only a single camera and single 6D-MARKER™ are required for true 3D and 6D motion analysis data
• Photron 6D- MARKER Analyst™ software automatically identifies and tracks markers in the image
• Simple calibration process using checker board)
• Real time display of X, Y, Z, roll, pitch and yaw axis coordinate and axis information
• Live image tracking
• Analysis of pre-recorded movies, regardless of recorded framing rate
• AVI readable movie format
• CSV (coordinate, angle) tracking data output
• Photron 6D-MARKER Analyst™ can track up to 32 uniquely identified marker targets simultaneously
• Software directly controls newer Photron FASTCAM high-speed cameras
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Accuracy A single camera can now capture six degrees of freedom by shooting this innovative state of the art 
lenticuar motion tracking marker. Photron 6D-MARKER Analyst™ can output and save 3D coordinates / angle data (6Dof) in 
real time or analyze previously  recorded images from a n y  conventional or high-speed cameras.

  All measurements assume a minimum marker/image resolution of 40 pixels covering the outer lenticular segments.


